Nexis® Direct combines the straightforward simplicity of an Internet search engine with superior results from sources available through the LexisNexis® services— including current, archival news and hard-to-find company, industry and executive intelligence.

- 20,000+ continuously updated global news sources from 160+ countries
  - Newspapers
  - Wires
  - Leading business publications
  - Consumer and popular magazines
  - Trade publications
  - Radio and television transcripts
  - Blogs

- Integrated open web search of 1,000+ sources, including Reuters®, Bloomberg®, Business Week and WSJ.com
- 300+ company intelligence sources from leading global analysis companies
- 300+ industry intelligence sources from leading global analysis companies
- 200+ global biographical sources covering business, politics, civil society, sports and entertainment
- Detailed profiles of 45,000,000+ companies and 58,000,000+ executives
- Country Risk Analysis reports
- News archive up to 35 years
- Pre-defined search screens make your research sessions as easy as the open web
- Intuitive interface means no training necessary!
- Advanced search options available
- Up to 500 keyword e-mail alerts updated hourly, daily, weekly or monthly

To learn more about Nexis® Direct
Call 1.800.227.4908